University Starts Year With $6 Million Debt

By MIKE BUCKNER

The University of Pennsylvania has entered the present fiscal year with "serious" financial problems, according to the annual report of Directors of Student Financial Aid and the University Development Foundation board of trustees.

The Development Foundation board has authorized the Office of Budget and Planning to expedite the construction of the new high-rise dormitory, which will be closed for three years.

"The University has been able to proceed with the construction of the new high-rise dormitory," according to the annual report. "However, the University must continue to develop a comprehensive plan for the future of the University."
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By CATHRINE FLANAGAN

The University has a pleasant surprise for the library.

When walking down the familiar stairs leading to Rosengarten Library, the undergraduate reserve book and reserve room, she spots, to her delight what Van Pelt Library director Xavier de Gennaris calls "a very significant renovation." The stairwell, originally 9 feet wide, has been widened to 10 feet, making it easier and more comfortable for students. The stairwell is now covered with orange and gold carpeting. The library is accessible from the library, is smaller now, and its space is filled with tables, desks, and chairs, and the previously kind of claustrophobic atmosphere has been replaced with a more open, airy one.

According to the new policy, all dogs and cats must be registered by October 1. After the deadline, no new pets will be allowed. All students in the library, the University's new policy states that pets registered by October 1 will be allowed to be brought on campus, but only in student housing. University at a student's pet will be rejected if a student's pet is not registered. While pets are usually permitted, pets that could be dangerous, noisy, or destructive will be prohibited from entering the building. In student housing, all dogs and cats must be registered by October 1 or they will be removed from the building.

Dogs and cats are the only pets that must be registered. Registered pets must be kept on leashes at all times and must be accompanied by their owners. If an unregistered pet is found on campus, its owner will be given three days notice to return the pet to its owner or else the pet will be removed from the building.

The new policy is a major change from the previous policy, which allowed any pet to enter the library. The new policy is designed to create a more pleasant environment for students and faculty, and to reduce the number of pets on campus. The policy also includes provisions for the removal of pets that are not registered, as well as provisions for the removal of pets that are dangerous or disruptive.

The policy has been met with mixed reactions. Some students have expressed support for the new policy, saying that it will create a more pleasant environment for everyone. Others have expressed concerns about the possibility of pets being removed from the campus. The policy is expected to go into effect after the deadline.

For more information on the new policy, please contact the Office of Animal Welfare at 215-898-8800.
Revisions

Going in Circles with CFS

By Becky Janson

The Daily Pennsylvania
1985 \ 1974

In Response to Peter Seely

Wharton

The Crisis Nature of Admissions

The following is a news story by Bill R. Campbell, Wharton Alumnus, concerning the recent Peter Seely resignation.

In recent years a belated understanding of the crisis nature of admissions, a crisis that seemed to be the problem at the core of the school, has been growing among students and faculty.

The reason for the truth of that is the nature of admissions at Wharton, a process that has always been at the core of the school, a process that has been used as a major tool for the pursuit of truth, the pursuit of excellence.
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WASHINGTON - Three defendants in the Watergate cover-up Monday were sentenced by U.S. District Judge John J. Sirica to a year of imprisonment for their part in a plot to break into the Democratic National Committee's headquarters in the Watergate Hotel.

Former Arizona National Guardsmen John R. Dean III, 33, and John N. Mitchell, 42, were given the sentences on charges stemming from an investigation of the Watergate break-in.

Mr. Dean, who was found guilty in the Watergate trial beginning April 26, 1973, on charges of perjury and obstruction of justice, was given a 12-month sentence on each charge. Mr. Mitchell, a former Nixon campaign manager, had been convicted of perjury and conspiracy.

Mr. Dean will be released from jail when he has served 6 months of the 12-month sentence. Mr. Mitchell will be released when he has served 4 months.

As a British company we'd like to explain our point of view on the record keeping of the Saint Paul trial. We are trying to vary the tone of the record in order to achieve a better sound quality.
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While you wait service
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On Campus at SHIRL STUDIOS
3907 Walnut St.
At 7227

\"AROMATIC BIOGRAPHY\"
- HUMAN COLOGNE
A lifelike friend's intimate portrait of the human being behind the superhuman mind

BUCHINSTEIN FULLER
At home in the universe by ALDEN HATCH

WANTED FOR DONATING PLASMA

DESCRIPTION: At least 110 lb. Good Health, and interested in being a plasma donor to help provide critically needed plasma for the treatment of Hemophilia and the preparation of Blood Serums

DISTINGUISHING MARKS: Blood Group A, B & O

LAST KNOWN ADDRESS: University of Penn. Campus

REWARD OFFERED:

*60 TO 120 PER MONTH

FOR DETAILS CALL NOW: 2B2-2800

OPEN UNTIL 5 P.M. MON. THROUGH FRI.

SERA-TEC BIOLOGICALS INC.
3220 CHERRY ST. - PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Texas Instruments

CALCULATORS

SR 10 60.00
SR 11 72.00
Model 2550 62.00
Model 2550 62.00

BOWMARS

MX 25 29.95
MX 25 29.95
MX 50 43.00
MX 50 43.00
MX 55 43.00
MX 55 43.00

Kings Point SC 40 Full Scientific has everything $120.00

Rittenhouse Business Machines

Where the Price is Right

113 S. 18th St. - LO 8-1678

Facts on
Rainbow Classic Package:

Site: Honolulu, Hawaii
Dates: Dec. 25th Jan 1st
Fare: Double occupancy $598.00 per person
Triple occupancy $478.00
Includes: all transportation via United
Flower Lei upon arrival
Transfer to and from Hotel
Portage on arrival & departure
7 nights at Ala Moana Hotel
Transportation and tickets to all Penn games (11)
Includes: taxes
Stopovers in Continental US on return permitted (2)
Dinners: $100 immediately.
20% @ Additional by Oct. 1
Balance by Dec. 4
University City Travel

3730 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19104 (215) 292-2928

OPEN UNTIL 5 P.M. MON. THROUGH FRI.

SERA-TEC BIOLOGICALS INC.
3220 CHERRY ST. - PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Interview Subjects Needed

We are interested in interviewing anyone (any age) who would be interested in participating, please call me collect.

Students, City Residents Enroll In Classes At Free Women's School

Highballers, UNITE!

Join the Student Bartender's Association and make good money at on and off-campus alumni socials.

Juniors and seniors should apply at the Office of Alumni Relations, 3812 Walnut Street.

A Franklin Music Man doesn't just sell audio. He knows audio.

A Franklin Music Man is the difference between buying an earful of sound and an earful of sell. He's someone who knows what he's talking about. And does it in a way so you know what he's talking about. He's the one who knows how to help you choose the perfect system from the best names, and then give you the best price.

And when you're finished, it's something you'll go back to.

The famous Harman/Kardon 3300, AM/FM stereo receiver with 21 watts per channel. Perfectly matched with two outstanding Repli-Forms' "Speaker Systems. And 8500 is reliable in any home, and features a built-in cassette player. Price $460. This month only. Price $349. Come in. Listen to the system. Talk to a Franklin Music Man. They both sound very refreshing.
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Help Others Live
PLEASE GIVE
First Blood Drive of the Year
Wednesday, Sept. 18 and Thursday, Sept. 19
10 AM to 5:30 PM at Houston Hall

A Funny thing happened on my way to eat lunch...

Having been a Penn student for a couple of years, I had reached a point where little fazed me—least I thought I had. One day, after moving in, I was hungry for lunch. Instead of being able to order my favorite club sandwich, I found a full blown book sale had taken over Kelly and Cohen's Restaurant (I later found out they had moved a few doors down to Locust and Walnut Sts., and that The Bookstore had taken over their space).

A person could starve in this type of situation. Why? The next thing you know, you'll be teaching economics in Houston Hall next to the pinball machines (not a bad idea at that). So I walked into this book sale, hoping to find some nourishment among all this food for thought. Instead, my appetite was whetted for buying books once I saw the fantastic bargains they had.

Imagine seeing recent novels, art books, cookbooks, and hundreds of other selections at really low prices.

Well I bought so many books that all I had left was money for a cup of coffee and a donut. And as I sat down to order, I thought about how lucky I was to finally find even that restaurant, otherwise I might have had to eat my words.

\[\text{NEW PROGRAM}\
\text{INVEST IN FUN AND GAMES}\
\text{Student Fall Sports Book}\
\text{BIG SAVINGS}\
\text{$14 VALUE FOR $5}\
\text{5 Football Games}\
\text{4 Night Soccer Games}\
\text{NOW ON SALE}\
\text{on sale at}\
Franklin Field Ticket ofc. - 8:30 am to 4:30 pm
Houston Hall and Other Campus Locations

Save Money, Save Time, Buy Now
Rounding in Europe
Penn Competes for U.S. At World Crew Championships

By JoJo Engledoll
While most of the Penn community was vacationing this past summer, 12 members of the University were participating in the World Rowing Championships in Lucerne, Switzerland. Lucerne, which is known as the "Swiss City of Lakes," was the site of the 1952 Olympics. The championships, which are sponsored by FISA, the International Rowing Federation, ended on September 20. Ten Penn alumni and a female student also competed against the world's finest rowers in the annual Ohio State Regatta. The争夺者 came from many countries, including the United States, the former Soviet Union, and France. The regatta was held on the Ohio River, which is one of the most challenging rivers in the United States.

In the past, several Penn alumni have won Olympic gold medals, including 1957 graduate Fred Fisher and 1963 graduate Jim Gagan. In 1968, Fisher and Gagan were members of the U.S. men's eight team that won the gold medal. In 1972, Fisher and Gagan were members of the U.S. men's eight team that won the silver medal. In 1976, Fisher and Gagan were members of the U.S. men's eight team that won the bronze medal.

The Pennsylvania Daily News
Roe. 9/27/74

Will Ivy's Be Green Once More?
By Gary Friedman
Break up the 'Yankees', 'Cats', the 'Cats', Irish', 'Pack!' Spoils dynasties have come and gone. In the Ivy League, one dynasty, the Princeton varsity football team, has dominated the Ivy League for the longest time, winning six of the past seven championships, and the other will be Tom, a third-quarter success by such college powerhouses as Notre Dame, Ohio State, Penn State, and Oklahoma.

For the last five years, and nine of the previous 11 campaigns, Dartmouth's offense featured a very long-term success by such college powerhouses as Notre Dame, Ohio State, and Oklahoma.
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